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Impact from financial regulation on energy trading
Financial markets play a particularly central role for the hedging of risk within the energy sector.
This is done mainly via commodity derivatives but also treasury risks such as currency risk and
interest risk that are generally hedged by the energy industry. Transactions mitigating these risks
often become financial instruments. If an energy transaction fulfils the criteria for being classified
as a financial instrument several financial rules are triggered which are not always appropriately
well designed for the ‘energy world’.
For this reason, several exemptions are made to keep energy (commodity) transactions out of the
regulatory space of financial regulation. However, such exemptions are often not well-suited in
terms of a Brexit situation. Moreover, today, a significant part of the trading venues (mainly
brokers) used for hedging energy risks are located in the UK.
Framework around energy trading
Energy and emissions are traded on trading venues (exchanges) and over-the-counter (OTC)
mainly based on standard master agreements (e.g. EFET, ISDA, IETA emissions trading master
etc.). Several changes to the operation of these contracts could occur as a result of Brexit and will
need to be catered for contractually and in the associated legal framework. Potential impacts
include:






Governing law. The ability to enforce judgements from English courts across the EU is
currently enshrined as a principle in EU Regulation and many contracts specify UK
governing law as a result. This could raise issues if enforceability of UK law is not
recognised across the EU following Brexit.
Furthermore, the UK will not be part of the processes securing alignment of rules and
their interpretation, such as Q&A’s made by EU institutions like ACER and ESMA. Thereby,
even similar rules may make the legal positions different with a negative impact on the
exchange of energy and related hedging of risks.
Close-out netting and collateralisation. In the event that EU Insolvency Regulation (or
similar replacement arrangements) no longer applies in the UK, there is a potential that
close-out netting arrangements would also no longer apply which could mean a higher
requirement for risk collateral.
Clearing. While clearing could (and should) be able to take place freely in any jurisdiction
for significant reserve currencies (£, $, €), there would expectedly be a movement by the
EU zone to repatriate Euro clearing to EU countries for financial security and stability
reasons. This could affect Euro denominated contracts currently traded and cleared on
UK venues.
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Complexity. Even smaller differences, being legally based or practically, may have a
severe effect as the level of complexity in general makes such differences challenging and
costly, (e.g. IT-wise) to handle. Once again, this would have a negative impact on the
exchange of energy.

Regulation of Market Conduct: REMIT (gas and power) and MAR (gas, powers, EUAs and other
asset classes being financial instruments)
The substantive prohibitions in REMIT and MAR regarding market abuse, insider trading and the
obligations for the publication of inside information would not necessarily continue to apply in
the UK post-Brexit. Brexit could also end the “automatic” cooperation and sharing of data
between national regulators and ACER in supervising cross-border trade.
However, the UK has to date taken a strong line on market transparency and abuse and it seems
likely that the UK government would just replace (transfer) the substantive prohibitions of REMIT
and MAR with legislation and cooperation arrangements to achieve similar aims. There remains a
risk of different approaches to market oversight and supervision by Ofgem, FCA and neighbouring
regulators, but that risk arguably already exists.
Transaction Reporting under REMIT, EMIR and MiFIR
In terms of transaction reporting, the UK is likely to continue to want commodity derivatives and
physical transactions to be routinely reported to UK regulators (FCA and Ofgem). The ideal would
be for this to be achieved via arrangements linking into the existing EU infrastructure surrounding
ACER, EMIR Trade Repositories and MiFID trading venues in order to avoid the duplication of
existing systems. If that is not possible, it may be necessary to report UK transaction data
separately. The risk here is that the protocols and standards used to report data diverge resulting
in unnecessary and costly duplications of systems.
As the UK will become a third party country under EMIR, there would be a need for its national
arrangements to be deemed equivalent by the European Commission. This process is time
consuming and may restrict the extent to which a UK EMIR can diverge from the EU EMIR.
However, there may be some flexibility within any UK EMIR around how restrictions on
proprietary trading operate and on the requirement to report derivative transactions to the UK
regulator.
Boundaries and Access to Commodities and EUAs Financial Markets: MIFID II/R
The overall framework and broad requirements in MiFID are likely to be replicated in UK
legislation. UK-based financial firms will need UK equivalent MiFID legislation to access EU
markets and customers. The precise nature of the post-Brexit transition and enduring
arrangements will determine whether existing “passporting” arrangements are maintained,
whether the UK is treated as a third-country, and whether the UK is recognised as an “equivalent”
jurisdiction. This will determine the extent to which a separate local presence or licence is
required both the UK and EU respectively for both firms and regulated persons. Furthermore, this
will influence whether a transaction is deemed a financial instrument and, thus, implying several
pieces of financial regulation need to be observed besides MiFID.
Brexit is unlikely to restrict where contracts can be traded and it should continue to remain
possible to trade contracts with a UK underlying on EU venues and vice versa (and indeed to
trade contracts with a UK or EU underlying on third country venues, e.g. Singapore, Chicago etc.).
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However, there are likely to be several legal and practical impacts on the operation of key MIFID
provisions for companies based in the EU and trading in the UK, which could affect where
companies choose to trade. These include for example:




Ancillary activity exemption. The exemptions of financial instruments are tied to whether
a transaction takes place in or outside of the EU. Thus, whether or not transactions
traded on UK venues and/or for delivery in the UK contribute towards the tests. That is to
say, to be performed in order to prove the trading activity in commodities and EUAs of an
industrial group is ancillary to main activity of the Group, where the geographical scope
of the market size is the EU.
Position limits. How and whether transactions in UK contracts contribute toward position
limits in the EU energy derivative markets and how UK and national European regulators
choose to enforce those limits (e.g. unilaterally or cooperatively).

From January 2018, under new rules within MiFID II, broker platforms will likely be regulated as
Organised Trading Facilities (OTFs). However, MiFID II includes a so-called ‘REMIT carve-out’ for
physically settled power and gas agreements traded at these OTFs, meaning that these trades are
not financial instruments. Though, if the UK is considered as a third country, continued UK-based
trading of physical gas and power may not be counted under the REMIT carve-out, thus makes a
big difference in terms of ability to be exempted from licensing besides the other requirements
outlined above.
While we would expect negotiations to drive toward broad equivalence of financial regulation,
there may be some scope for the UK authorities to adopt a more flexible approach on more
detailed commodity issues post-Brexit. For example, the UK may choose to adopt a more relaxed
licensing, position-limit and prudential regime for commodity firms (not least because the FCA is
tasked with the vast majority of MiFID implementation given the current concentration of
commodity firms and venues in London).
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